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Website is a Project of Holistic Education Free for All
The Euro Oscar site is holistic and educational. Thousands of pages,
mostly in Portuguese. Famous phrases and love, poetry, mysteries,
90 English video classes and also educational and interactive word
games, in Portuguese, English and bilingual, of his own authorship.
English is indispensable nowadays. The author of the site states that many
would like to improve in that language, but do not have time or money for
a course. Euro offers 90 practical videolessons subtitled in English.
A prize-winning crossword and word games creator, Brazilian champion at
age 18, Euro one day assumed that the biggest charades were real-life
puzzles: curing so-called "incurable" diseases; if there is life after death;
secrets of health. He has studied extensively, as a self-taught, for
decades, and ensures that he understood how to better prevent some of
the most fearsome diseases.
From 1996 to 2001 he distributed his handouts on thousands of buses
from São Paulo, Brazil, with short lectures, "for up to ten hours a day."
With so much dedication to helping others, he ended up with almost
nothing. Since he does not like to work "where doors and drawers hit", he
went on selling his own poetry to survive, "without stress." And he was
writing the book on Health and Nutrition, with "new paradigms". This book
only exists as an E-book, and is sold by the Euro website.
In 2002 he started the educational and ethical varieties website. Until
2008 he was the world leader in Google - "until an algorithm update" - as
Crossword Master and Crosswords Master, ahead of the American and
English champions. Euro claims to have copies of that Google's rankings.
The New York Times hobbies editor Will Shortz put two links to his website
at www.crosswordtournament.com. "Changeable Words", is a new kind of
vocabulary’s educative word games in English, that matches synonyms.
Euro would like to have sponsorships, to expand his site and the book. He
maintains himself by free-lance jobs, without a fixed income. He creates,
revise and translate texts and websites to Portuguese "with professional
quality. "He says more: "Many famous foreign websites spend so much in
all the top marketing and SEO strategies but forget the basics." He likes to
work "with polite colleagues, that avoid coarse and unnecessary noises."
https://www.paypal.com/donate/?token=Z6unOQcdGykTryXMOao4tlYsjOSUJd6rUXS6jNC3j_68ivmuN5TzWqtqhOU3NDliuLYv0&country.x=GB&l
ocale.x=GB – Donation in favor of Euro Oscar C. Nogueira. Many thanks!
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